Introduction
Direct-drive inertial confinement fusion uses laser beams to implode a spherical shell. 1 The laser energy is absorbed near the critical surface of the target, transferred through the conduction zone to the ablation region, and converted into the kinetic energy of the shell through the rocket effect. Near peak compression, a fraction of the kinetic energy of the imploding shell is converted to the internal energy of the fuel. When the ion temperature of the central region (hot spot) and the areal density of the compressed fuel are sufficiently large, a burn wave originating from the alpha particles produced by the fusion of deuterium (D) and tritium (T) will propagate through the confined fuel in the shell (ignition).
The OMEGA Laser System 2 is used to study the physics of direct-drive fusion and could demonstrate a hydrodynamically equivalent implosion that, when scaled to the available energy at the National Ignition Facility (NIF, 1.5 MJ), would produce ignition. 3, 4 One-dimensional (1-D) hydrodynamic simulations performed using the code LILAC, 5 including nonlocal thermal conduction 6 and cross-beam energy transfer (CBET) models, 7, 8 show that a hydrodynamically equivalent ignition design on OMEGA requires a final implosion velocity V imp > 3.5 # 10 7 cm/s, an areal density tR > 300 mg/cm 2 , and a final hot-spot pressure P hs > 100 Gbar (Ref. 9) . To achieve these conditions with the current ablation pressure on OMEGA, a target design with an in-flight aspect ratio (IFAR) of 30 is required, where the IFAR is a measure of the hydrodynamic stability of the implosion 10 given by the ratio of the radius to the thickness of the shell at a convergence ratio of 1.5 ( Fig. 139.5 ).
An extensive set of experiments on OMEGA has been used to study the implosion performance in targets made of an outer layer of deuterated plastic (CD) and an inner layer of cryogenic DT ice surrounding DT gas. 9, 11 In these experiments, a threshold was characterized in the shell adiabat and IFAR space, where below the IFAR threshold, the areal density calculated in 1-D simulations is recovered in the experiments. Simulations showed that a hydro-equivalent ignition design on OMEGA is above the threshold (Fig. 139.5) .
Figure 139.5 shows a 1-D design curve generated by increasing the ablation pressure while maintaining a constant areal density (tR = 300 mg/cm 2 ), implosion velocity (V imp = 3.7 # 10 7 cm/s), and hot-spot pressure (P hs = 180 Gbar). Increasing the ablation pressure leads to a more-stable design (lower IFAR); when using higher ablation pressure, a thicker shell and larger adiabat can be used to maintain a constant implosion velocity, areal density, and hot-spot pressure. Figure 139 .5 illustrates that increasing the ablation pressure from 140 Mbar (current design) to 180 Mbar is likely to achieve ignition hydroequivalent implosions on OMEGA, assuming the current level of target nonuniformity seeds. In-flight aspect ratio calculated at a convergence ratio of 1.5 as a function of ablation pressure (black curve) calculated at the end of the laser pulse for OMEGA direct-drive designs where the areal density (tR = 300 mg/cm 2 ), implosion velocity (V imp = 3.7 # 10 7 cm/s), and hot-spot pressure (P hs = 180 Mbar) are held constant. The designs used triple-picket laser pulses with a maximum intensity of 9 # 10 14 W/cm 2 . Simulations for the current cryogenic configuration (blue circle), a multilayer configuration (green circle), a configuration with a 20%-reduced beam size (orange circle), and a zooming configuration (purple circle) are shown. The current experimental stability threshold is indicated (dashed line).
Implosion Dynamics in Direct-Drive Experiments
In this article, the transfer of laser energy to the kinetic energy of the shell (hydrodynamic efficiency) is studied for three different direct-drive-implosion experiments: cryogenic experiments, 11 ablator material experiments, 12 and reducedbeam-size experiments. 13 Experimental measurements of both the laser absorption and the implosion velocity are compared with 1-D hydrodynamic simulations. In each case, excellent agreement is observed, indicating that the simulations accurately reproduce the hydrodynamic efficiency. Simulations showed that an a10% increase in the ablation pressure was obtained for a Be ablator compared with a CH ablator. When the radius of the laser beams was reduced by 50%, nearly all of the ablation pressure lost to CBET was recovered and the ablation pressure was increased by a60%.
Results
The experiments discussed here were conducted on the OMEGA laser, where sixty 351-nm laser beams illuminated spherical shells. The hydrodynamic coupling was studied in cryogenic experiments, ablator material experiments, and reduced-beam-size experiments. In each case, the scatteredlight power was measured to determine the absorption, while the shell trajectory, velocity, and neutron bang time were measured to quantify the transfer of the absorbed energy into the shell's kinetic energy. The experimental observables were compared with hydrodynamic simulations performed using the code LILAC, 5 which includes nonlocal thermal transport 6 and CBET 8 models. The simulated trajectories were obtained by post-processing the 1-D hydrodynamic parameters with Spect3D 14 to determine synthetic self-emission images. The simulations were used to determine the ablation pressure for the various cases and to assess the potential improvements in ignition hydro-equivalent OMEGA designs.
Cryogenic Experiments
The total laser energy in the cryogenic experiment was 26.6 kJ. The laser beams were smoothed by polarization smoothing (PS), 15 smoothing by spectral dispersion (SSD), 16 and distributed phase plates [SG4-DPP, fourth-order super-Gaussian with a 650-nm full width at half maximum (FWHM)]. 17 A laser pulse with three short pickets was used to set the implosion target on a moderate adiabat (a = 3.7) (Ref. 18 ), followed by a 1.2-ns square pulse that accelerated a shell with an initial radius of 435 nm. The shell was made with a 7.4-nm CD ablator on top of a 52.2-nm-thick cryogenic DT ice layer.
The total unabsorbed laser energy was measured by five calorimeters located around the target chamber with an uncertainty of 5%. The scattered-light power was measured at four locations by multiplexing the signal into a 1.5-m spectrometer with a high-dynamic-range streak camera. The system had a 100-ps (FWHM) temporal resolution. Figure 139 .6 compares the measured and simulated timeresolved unabsorbed laser light. The excellent agreement between them indicates that the CBET model accurately reproduces the laser power absorbed in the plasma; the simulation also shows that nearly half of the scattered light is a result of CBET. The small discrepancy observed around 1.6 ns could be caused by an error in the CBET calculation during the rise of the laser pulse, where the hydrodynamic conditions evolve rapidly. Figure 139.7 shows excellent agreement between the measured and simulated shell trajectories. These results suggest that the nonlocal transport model accurately calculates this coupling since the transfer of the absorbed laser energy to the shell motion depends primarily on the thermal transport. A small discrepancy was obtained in the ablation-front position at early times when the simulated radius was a10 nm smaller than the measured radius. The early discrepancy may be explained by the small difference in laser absorption measured during the rise of the main pulse.
The agreement observed between the simulated and measured shell trajectory is consistent with the good agreement observed in the time of neutron production ( Fig. 139.7) . The total neutron production was 5# lower in the experiment than in simulation (the neutron production is normalized in Fig. 139.7) , likely related to shell perturbations that compromise the implosion.
The self-emission shadowgraphy technique 19 was used to determine the shell trajectories. The soft x rays emitted by the imploding target were integrated over 40 ps and imaged with an array of pinholes onto a four-strip fast x-ray framing camera (XRFC). 20 The distinct peak in the emission-profile images resulted from the high density and temperature at the ablation surface and the large integration distance for the emission that reaches the XRFC (limb effect). In the cryogenic target experiments, 9 the primarily DT shell is optically thin to the CD emission at early times [Figs. 139.8(a) and 139.8(b)] and the ablation front is determined from the peak of the emission. 21 At late times [Figs. 139.8(e) and 139.8(f)], the shell is optically thick to the DT emission and the ablation front is determined from the position of the inner gradient. During the transition time when the CD is being ablated [Figs. 139.8(c) and 139.8(d)], the CD emission peak separates from the ablation surface and cannot be used to determine the ablation-front position. During this time, the ablation-front trajectory is inferred by fitting the 
Ablator Material Experiments
In the ablator experiments, the overlapped intensity was varied by changing the total energy on target from 18.5 kJ (low intensity, I = 4.5 # 10 14 W/cm 2 ) to 23 kJ (high intensity, I = 7.2 # 10 14 W/cm 2 ). The laser beams were smoothed by PS, SSD, and SG4-DPP. Three 100-ps-long pickets were used to set the target implosion onto a low adiabat followed by a 1.2-ns (high-intensity) and 1.6-ns (low-intensity) square pulse that drove the target to its final velocity. The three ablators had mass densities of 1.03 g/cm 3 (CH), 3.35 g/cm 3 (C), and 1.83 g/cm 3 (Be). Their thicknesses were varied to maintain the initial total ablator mass to be equivalent to a 27-nm-thick CH shell. The outer radius at low energy and at high energy was 440 nm and 445 nm, respectively, and the total mass was 62!1 ng and 64!2 ng, respectively. ments were performed to demonstrate reproducibility of these results. The ability of the simulations to accurately reproduce both the measured trajectories and scattered powers suggests that the hydrodynamic efficiency is well modeled with LILAC for all three ablators at both high and low intensities.
Figures 139.10(a) and 139. 10(b) show that the velocity of the shell at the end of the laser pulse is increased by 20% in the Be ablators at both low and high intensities compared to the CH ablators. Since the initial target mass was held constant, a higher velocity suggests a larger kinetic energy of the shell, but this is slightly reduced by a smaller final mass because of a higher mass-ablation rate. For the three ablators, the total laser absorption was similar at low intensity (a80%) and high intensity (a70%). This indicates that the increased velocity in Be ablators results from the transfer of the absorbed laser energy to the kinetic energy of the shell. Increasing A Z improves the coupling of the absorbed energy to the kinetic energy of the shell by increasing the mass density near the critical density (i.e., where the laser energy is absorbed). 22 Figure 139.10(c) compares the ablation pressure calculated during the implosion at a similar convergence ratio of 1.5 for the three ablators at low and high laser intensities. An a10% increase is observed for the Be ablator compared to the C and CH ablators as a result of the increased . A Z Simulations suggest that hydro-equivalent ignition designs for OMEGA that use a Be layer can increase the ablation pressure by a7% compared with the standard CD/DT design, allowing the IFAR to be reduced to 27 (Fig. 139.5 ) (Ref. 9).
Reduced-Beam-Size Experiments
The reduced-beam-size experiments used laser beams smoothed by PS and DPP. Fifty-seven phase plates designed to produce elliptical spots were oriented with their minor axes aligned in the direction of the wedge dispersion of the PS crystal, producing a nearly round R b = 215-nm (95% encircled energy) laser spot at best focus. The ellipticities of these laser spots were measured to be less than 15%. Three round DPP's with a best-focus radius of R b = 210 nm were used to complete the set. The radii of the laser spots were varied by defocusing the laser beams. A triple-picket laser pulse shape with a 1.6-ns square drive pulse and 18 kJ of total energy was used to set the shell on a low adiabat (a c 3) . The outer radius of the CH capsule was R t = 430 nm, with a wall thickness of 27 nm. to . , R R 0 9 b t = j a significant increase in velocity was observed: 186 km/s to 194 km/s (a5% increase). Good agreement between the simulated and measured shell trajectories and scattered-light powers was observed for all focal-spot radii. The improved coupling was a result of (1) more-normal rays that deposit their energy closer to the ablation surface and (2) the reduction of CBET. 13 . When the size of the focal spot is reduced, the illumination nonuniformity increases and the shell perturbations compromise the target compression. Simulations suggest that the laser-beam diameters can be reduced to 80% of the target diameter before significant degradation in yield is observed. 8 In this case, simulations indicate that the ablation pressure was increased by 24%, allowing for a hydro-equivalent ignition design on OMEGA with an IFAR of 22-close to the current stability threshold (Fig. 139.5 ).
To further reduce the beam size, a two-stage zooming scheme has been proposed where large beams are used during the pickets and small beams are used during the main drive when the conduction zone is large enough to smooth low-mode laser nonuniformity. 23, 24 By using . R R 0 6 b t = during the main drive, nearly all of the ablation pressure lost to CBET is recovered and a hydro-equivalent ignition design is well below the current stability threshold (Fig. 139.5 ).
Conclusions
Demonstrating hydro-equivalent ignition at the Omega Laser Facility is a first step toward direct-drive ignition on the NIF. Achieving hydro-equivalent ignition on OMEGA requires an implosion velocity >3.5 # 10 7 cm/s, an areal density >300 mg/cm 2 , and a hot-spot pressure above 100 Gbar. Currently, the best-performing implosions, which are driven to ignition-relevant velocities, do not reach hydro-equivalent areal densities, limiting the peak hot-spot pressure to a40 Gbar (Ref. 9). One approach to recovering the hydro-equivalent areal density is to decrease the IFAR by using thicker shells. To drive the thicker shells to the relevant velocities, the hydrodynamic efficiency must be improved.
In this article, the hydrodynamic efficiency has been studied in three different direct-drive experiments. The coupling of the laser energy to the plasma (absorption) was determined by measuring the scattered-light power. The plasma energy transferred to the kinetic energy of the shell was studied by measuring the shell trajectory, the shell velocity, and the neutron burn history. These experimental observables were compared with 1-D hydrodynamic simulations (conducted by the code LILAC) that include CBET and nonlocal thermal-transport models. In each case, excellent agreement was observed, suggesting that the code was able to reproduce the hydrodynamic parameters of the imploding shell. For Be targets, the ablation pressure of the laser was shown to increase by a10% compared with the C and standard CH ablators. When the spot size of the laser was reduced by a50%, the ablation pressure was shown to increase by a factor of 1.6, but the increased illumination nonuniformity compromised the integrated target performance. In future experiments, three new designs will be tested: multilayer ablators, 9 beam diameters that are 80% of the target diameter, and two-stage zooming. Simulations indicate that the ablation pressure in hydro-equivalent designs will be increased by 7% for the first case, 24% for the second case, and 50% for the third case.
